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The National Audit Office of the Republic of Kosovo is the highest 

institution of financial control, which for its work is accountable to 

the Assembly of Kosovo.  

Our Mission is through quality audits to strengthen accountability 

in public administration for an effective, efficient and economic use 

of national resources.  

The reports of the National Audit Office directly promote 

accountability of public institutions as they provide a base for 

holding managers’ of individual budget organisations to account. 

We are thus building confidence in the spending of public funds 

and playing an active role in securing taxpayers’ and other 

stakeholders’ interests in enhancing public accountability.  

This audit is carried out in line with internationally recognized 

public sector auditing standards and good European practices. 

The Auditor General has decided on the audit opinion on the 

Annual Financial Statements of the POE Kosovo Telekom J.S.C., in 

consultation with the Assistant Auditor General Arvita Zyferi who 

supervised the audit. 

The report issued is a result of the audit carried out by Team Leader 

Jusuf Kryeziu and team members Alban Shatri, Naim Neziri, 

Aida Podrimaj, and by the audit Team Leader for the Information 

Technology part Arbërore Sheremeti and team members Shqipe 

Mujku Hajrizi and Shqipe Azemi under the management of the 

Head of Audit Department Fitim Haliti.  

 

 

NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE- Address: Str. Ahmet Krasniqi no 210, Arbëria, Prishtina 10000, Kosovo 
Tel: +383(0) 38 60 60 04/1011 

http://zka-rks.org  
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Executive Summary  

This report summarises the key issues arising from our audit of Publicly Owned Enterprise Kosovo 

Telekom for 2018, which includes the Opinion of the Auditor General on Annual Financial 

Statements. Examination of 2018 financial statements was undertaken in accordance with the 

International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAIs). Our approach included tests and 

procedures that were necessary to arrive at an opinion on the financial statements. The applied audit 

approach is set out in the External Audit Plan dated 24.12.2019.   

Our audit focus has been on: 

 

The level of work undertaken to carry out the audit was determined depending on the quality of 

internal controls implemented by the Management of Kosovo Telekom J.S.C.   

Opinion of the Auditor General 

Adverse Opinion  

The Annual Financial Statements for 2018 do not present a true and fair view in all material aspects.  

For more details, refer to Section 2.1 of this report.  

Annex I explains different types of Opinions in line with ISSAIs. 
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Control
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Key Conclusions and Recommendations  

 

 

 

Management’s response to 2018 audit 

The Chairman of the Board has agreed with audit findings and conclusions, except for the issue 

related to the non-comparison between the traffic recorded in SWItCH-es of the central network and 

the invoicing systems. The comment of the Chairman of the Board on the issue he has not agreed 

upon is given in detail in Annex III. 

The National Audit Office appreciates the cooperation of the management and personnel of Kosovo 

Telekom during the audit process.  

   

Preparing financial statements in a 
form that is inadequate and does 
not reflect the economic reality of 

Telecom has affected the 
modification of the opinion for 

2018.

The Chairperson of the Board should 
analyse the reasons for the modification of 

the Opinion on 2018 AFS and identify 
actions required to enable a true and fair 

representation in 2019 AFS (see issues 1 to 
8  at the basis for opinion). 

Although in some areas, internal 
controls are effective - there are 
weaknesses in the area of asset 

management, personnel 
management and incurring of 

expenditures

The Chairperson of the Board should apply 
a detailed assessment of weaknesses in the 

area of assets and other areas of concern 
highlighted in this report, to identify the 

reasons for the weaknesses and the 
necessary actions to address them (see 

issues A1 to A9 and B1 and B2). 

Governance arrangements that 
relate to internal controls including 
risk management and the internal 

audit area are followed by 
shortcomings.

The Chairperson of the Board should 
ensure that are taken concrete measures 

to improve activities that affect 
strengthening of internal controls. (See 

issues A14).
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1 Audit Scope and Methodology 

Introduction 

The Audit involves examination and evaluation of Financial Statements and other financial records, 

as follows: 

• Whether the financial statements give a true and fair view of the accounts and financial 

affairs for the audit period; 

• Whether the financial records, systems and transactions comply with applicable laws and 

regulations;  

• Whether the internal controls and internal audit functions are appropriate and efficient; and 

• Whether have been taken appropriate actions for implementation of audit 

recommendations. 

Audit work undertaken is based on risk assessment. We have analysed Kosovo Telekom J.S.C. 

business, the level of reliance on management controls, in order to determine the level of detailed 

testing required to provide the necessary evidence and that support the opinion of the Auditor 

General (Hereinafter AG). 

Our procedures have included a review of internal controls, accounting systems and related 

substantive tests, as well as related governance arrangements to the extent considered necessary for 

the effective performance of the audit. Audit findings should not be regarded as representing a 

comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that may exist, or of all improvements that could be 

made to the systems and procedures operated.  

The following sections provide a detailed summary of our audit findings and recommendations in 

each area of review. Management’s response can be found in Annex II. 
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2 Annual Financial Statements and other External 

Reporting Obligations   

Introduction  

Our audit of the Annual Financial Statements (AFS) considers both compliance with the reporting 

framework and the quality and accuracy of information presented in the AFS, including the 

declaration made and signed by the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer (CFOT) and Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) and submitted to the Board of Directors (BoD) for approval.  

The approval of AFS includes a number of assertions relating to the compliance with the reporting 

framework and the quality of information within the AFS. These assertions intend to provide 

assurance to the shareholder and the general public that all relevant information has been provided 

to ensure that an audit process can be undertaken.   

2.1 Audit Opinion  

Adverse Opinion 

We have audited the AFS of the Kosovo Telekom for the year ended on 31st of December 2018, which 

comprise of the Statement of financial position, income statement, cash flow statement, statement 

of changes in equity, and the summary of accounting procedures and other Explanatory Notes.  

In our opinion, due to the effects and the lack of information/issues described in the paragraph on 

the Basis for Adverse Opinion, the annual financial statements do not present a true and fair view, 

in all material aspects, of Kosovo Telekom J.S.C. for the year ended 31st December 2018, in 

accordance with International Accounting Standards (IAS), International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRSs) and Kosovo Laws. The financial statements have been prepared on the basis of 

accrual accounting principle, Law no. 03/L-048 on Public Financial Management and 

Accountability (as amended and supplemented) and Law no. 04/L-087 on Publicly Owned 

Enterprises (as amended and supplemented).  

Basis for Adverse Opinion 

The issues below show that there are material uncertainties that may individually or in aggregate, 

give rise to significant suspicions of the company's ability to continue in a continuous manner and 

consequently may not be able to generate its assets and settle liabilities during the normal course of 

activity. The financial statements (and the relevant annex notes) do not present this fact. 

1. In 2009, Kosovo Telecom J.S.C. signed partnership/support agreements with Mobile Virtual 

Network Operator (ORMV) Dardafon.net L.L.C, an agreement which established the basis of co-

operation between the parties.  
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In 2016, the ORMV filed a lawsuit against Kosovo Telecom J.S.C. at the International Court of 

Arbitration (ICA) for non-compliance with the basic agreement. In the final decision (ICC Case No 

20990 / MHM, dated 19.06.2016) ICA, among others, obliged Kosovo Telecom J.S.C. to pay the 

damages to ORMV in the amount of €31,178,920.  

Under these circumstances, ORMV and Kosovo Telekom J.S.C. have signed the Agreement for 

Execution of the Arbitration Decision dated. 24.05.2017, an agreement which, inter alia, stipulates 

that Kosovo Telecom waives the collection of revenues from the ORMV (27% of ORMV revenues 

based on annex 2 of the basic agreement) until 31.12.2023, while the ORMV waives the procedure 

of recognising and executing the ICA decision, withdrawing the proposal for recognition dated 

07/03/2017. 

On 26.04.2018, the ORMV, through an official letter, sent a notice of termination of agreement for 

the Execution of Arbitration Decision. Further on, Dardafon had initiated a procedure for 

recognition and execution of the arbitration decision at the Basic Court in Prishtina. On 11.02.2019, 

the Basic Court in Prishtina recognised and announced the decision of ICA executable. In addition, 

the decision taken by the Court of Appeals of Kosovo with no. 88/2019 dated 01.04.2019 has ruled 

out the complaint of Kosovo Telekom J.S.C. against the decision of the Basic Court. Kosovo Telecom 

has submitted a proposal for protection of legality to the State Prosecution on 15.04.2019. However, 

according to the interpretation of the Legal Office of Kosovo Telecom, the initiation of the proposal 

for the protection of legality in the State Prosecution is an extraordinary legal remedy and does not 

hinder/stop the execution of the ICA decision. Until the date on which the ORMV was withdrawn 

from the Agreement on Execution of Decision (26.04.2018), the reduced/remaining debt from 

waiving by the Kosovo Telekom to collect 27% of the revenues from the ORMV is €23,297,463, which 

may be even greater after calculating interest, and other penalties determined. Such an estimate of 

interest and penalties has not yet been made by Kosovo Telekom J.S.C.  

We conducted audit procedures in the context of assessing the appropriateness of the continuous 

hypothesis in accordance with International Auditing Standards (IAS) guidelines 570 and we have 

ascertained that no proper explanatory notes have been made in the statement of financial position 

since it is stated that: “According to this agreement (Agreement on Execution of Arbitration 

Decision) we managed to suspend the immediate implementation of the ICA decision by enabling 

the parties to continue the commercial co-operation in accordance with the mandatory provisions 

of the applicable contract and the requirements of the ICA’s decision”. As a matter of fact, ORMV 

has withdrawn from the agreement on 26.04.2018 and as explained above, the ICA decision is 

executable. 

According to IAS 570 guidelines, we have also evaluated future management plans related to the 

continuation hypothesis, namely the Emergency Exit Strategy approved by the Company's Board 

of Directors on 07.06.2018. In this document measure no. 6 foresees the review of the contract and 

the debt to the ORMV Dardafon. To that end, on 29.06.2018, the Board of Directors authorised the 

Chief Executive Officer to prepare a report on the economic aspect of the contract with (ORMV) 

Dardafon.net L.L.C., namely “Final assessments if the Support Agreement dated 16.01.2009 is 

economically favourable to KT”.  The Chief Executive Officer has authorised an internal commission 

to make these assessments. This commission in the report dated 10.08.2018, has drawn two 
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conclusions related to the issue raised by the Board. Amongst other, the Commission has come to a 

conclusion that such an assessment cannot be performed by the commission itself, and that this duty 

shall be bestowed upon Audit Committee. Further on, the Audit Committee had suggested to 

engage external expertise from a world-renowned institution to ascertain whether the SAA (base 

agreement) is economically favourable or not for KT. Currently, Kosovo Telecom J.S.C. is in the 

process of negotiations with (ORMV) Dardafon.net LLC regarding the terms of continuation of 

commercial co-operation (after 30 July 2019) despite the fact that no economic reasonableness was 

conducted on the continuation or non-continuation of such a contract. While in the report of the 

afore-mentioned commission, no concrete solution was provided as to how to proceed if it leads to 

the execution of the ICA decision (payment of debt to ORMV). What is said in this report is that 

“The initiation of execution with the enforcement of the final arbitration decision and execution with 

enforcement will certainly end with a total blocking of corporate”. 

In this context, the cash projection for 2019 has also been analysed, and we have noticed that this 

projection does not foresee the payment of this debt. In such a situation, if the ORMV creditor 

commences enforcement procedures, there is material uncertainty that may cast considerable 

suspicions on the ability of Kosovo Telekom J.S.C. to continue the activities according to the 

principle of continuity.  

2. The main business activity of Kosovo Telekom J.S.C. is based on information technology. With 

reference to the report prepared by the Technical Department of KT as requested by NAO 

(16.04.2018), the state of the systems and technology platforms that enable the provision of 

telecommunication services is severe. This difficult condition for some platforms has been since 2010 

(for broadcasting systems – landline telephony) and in the mobile network, since 2016 when the 

latest installations on the network were made. Then, this situation has progressively worsened as a 

result of the equipment warranty expiration, the consumption of spare parts in stock and the 

depreciation of the equipment. For most platforms and systems that enable the provision of 

telecommunications services, maintenance is carried out only by KT technical staff. For most 

systems (landline, mobile, IPTV and ISP) there are no active maintenance/technical support 

contracts from the manufacturer. This report has listed possible risks as a result of the current state 

and lack of investment and maintenance contracts:  

 Complete termination of all services affecting all customers in the network (Vala, Virtual 

Mobile Operator, Romer); 

 Partial service termination in certain areas of coverage; 

 Long duration of problem/defect settlement; 

 The inability to neutralise the problem; and 

 Inability to repair defective devices. 

This report also lists two important projects that emerge as a legal obligation (Migration Project in 

the new state code of Kosovo until 1 January 2019, as well as the infrastructure implementation 

project for Legal Interception) which in case of their non-implementation KT may run into legal 

implications. 
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According to IAS 570 guidelines, we have assessed the future management plans that address this 

issue, namely the Emergency Exit Strategy approved by the Company's Board of Directors. It is the 

intention to achieve this issue by addressing it through the provision of a funding of €30,0000,000 

for the implementation of emergency capital investments that would save KT from a technical and 

operational collapse as stated in this document. In this context, there is currently only one letter 

addressed to the Ministry of Economic Development (MED) (the shareholder) which requires MED 

to be the guarantor of a loan amounting to €11,217,230 that KT intends to take from commercial 

banks to execute some of the investment emergencies. This letter was addressed on 07.02.2019, but 

no response has yet been received. Authorisation of such a guarantee (if approved by MED) 

according to the Law no. 03/L-175, Article 19.2 shall be subject to the approval of two-thirds (2/3) 

of the votes of all members of the Assembly. We have analysed the cash flow projection 2019, and 

we have noticed that there is no adequate support for the projections in this plan. This plan foresees 

capital investments in the amount of €25,000,000; however, we estimate that currently the 

management has no realistic alternatives for providing additional planned financing in the amount 

of €25,000,000. This situation also casts considerable suspicions on the Company's ability to continue 

according to the continuation hypothesis.  

3. At the end of July 2019 expires the license of KT for the frequency band in RAEPC. Based on the 

decision of RAEPC no. 1388 No.Prot. 056/B/19, according to the methodology “on-off fee” for 15 

years the cost for existing KT bands will be €11,411,521, respectively 1800MHz 2x25MHz = 

€6,339,734, and 900MHz 2x10MHz = €5,071,787. In the cash flow projection 2019 it is foreseen that 

the total amount of obtaining this license to be €15,000,000, divided into instalments for 15 years, 

which means for 2019 are foreseen €1,000,0000. According to the said document, RAEPC notifies 

operators that it will consider the possibility of making the payment in instalments and, are 

currently in the process of receiving comments and operators’ justifications regarding this matter. 

However, there is still no final decision by the RAEPC regarding payment terms, respectively 

regarding the amount of instalments and the payment deadlines.  

4. Telecom has continued its trend in generating losses, namely in 2015, the total loss attributable to 

the owners/shareholder in the income statement (IS) was €7,904,000, in 2016, the loss was 

€50,931,000, in 2017 the loss was €13,904,000, and in 2018 the loss presented in the Statement of Loss 

or Profit for the period was €15,575,000. Shareholder equity and other equity components in the 

amount of €59,475,000 have decreased from accumulated losses in the amount of €34,022,000 which 

means that the remaining value of equity is €25,453,000. Such results do not reflect the declared 

dividend in 2015 in the amount of €15,000,000 which has not yet been paid. Therefore, if such trend 

continues, the value of equity may decrease to zero. This situation casts considerable doubts on the 

Company's ability to continue under the continuation hypothesis.  

5. The key financial coefficients calculated in the 2018 AFS figures are unfavourable /negative: 

  Flow liquidity = 0.34 measures the company's ability to pay its current liabilities (payable 

within one year) with its current assets such as cash, receivables and inventories. The 

desirable/acceptable coefficient varies from 1.5 to 2. Liquidity flow less than 1 is an 

indication that the company may have serious problems in meeting its short-term 

obligations. 
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 Fast Liquidity (ACID Test) = 0.19 measures a company's ability to meet its short-term 

liabilities with liquid assets and therefore excludes inventories from its current assets. The 

acid test less than 1 also indicates that the company may have serious problems in meeting 

its short-term obligations. 

 Net working capital -0.46, represents current assets available to pay short-term liabilities and 

also invest in revenue-generating activities. The negative working capital is when the 

company's current liabilities exceed its current assets. This means that the obligations to be 

paid within one year exceed current assets that are easily convertible into cash for the same 

period. The acceptable optimal ratio is between 1.2 and 2. 

 The turnover of accounts receivable is 51.83, indicating that within the year; accounts 

receivable circulate 51.83 times or approximately for two months. The turnover of 

receivables is the number of times a year that the company collects the average receivables. 

The ratio is used to assess the company's ability to sell on credit efficiently to its customers 

and to collect funds from them in a timely manner. In principle, a low turnover ratio means 

that the company needs to re-evaluate its credit sales policies to ensure timely collection of 

its receivables.  

 Debt ratio 0.69 means that the liability participation in assets is about 70%. The debt ratio is 

defined as the ratio of total debt to the total of assets, expressed in percentage. A ratio greater 

than 0.5 or 50%, most of the company's assets are financed through debt. The higher the 

ratio, the higher the risk of functioning/operating the company. In addition, the high debt 

ratio to assets may indicate a low capacity of the company for borrowing, which in turn will 

reduce the company's financial flexibility.  

Our audit was conducted in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s 

Responsibilities for the Audit of the AFS section of our report. NAO is independent of the Kosovo 

telecom Company J.S.C. in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit 

of the annual financial statements of Budget Organisations and POEs in Kosovo and we have 

fulfilled other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the 

obtained audit evidence is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for the adverse opinion.  

Responsibility of the Management for AFS 

The Management of Kosovo Telekom is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of 

financial statements in accordance with accrual basis of accounting International Accounting 

Standards (IAS), International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) such internal control as 

management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free 

from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. This includes the application of Law 

number 03/L-048 on Public Finance Management and Accountability (as amended and 

supplemented), Law no. 04/L-087 on Public Enterprises (as amended and supplemented), and the 

Law no. 06/L-032 on Accounting, Financial Reporting and Auditing.  

The Chairman of the Board is responsible to ensure oversight of the financial reporting process of 

the POE. 
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Auditor General’s Responsibility for the Audit of the AFS  

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the AFS based on our audit. We conducted our audit 

in accordance with ISSAIs. These standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and 

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements 

are free from material misstatements. Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance that the 

annual financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether fraud or error, reasonable 

assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance 

with ISSAIs will detect any material misstatement that might exist. Misstatements can arise from 

fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could influence 

the decisions taken on the basis of these AFS. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the financial records and 

disclosures in the AFS. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 

assessment of the risks of material misstatement in the AFS, whether due to fraud or error. In 

making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 

preparation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in 

the entity’s circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of 

the entity’s internal control.  

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 

reasonableness of accounting estimates made by Management, as well as evaluating the 

presentation of the financial statements. 
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2.2 Compliance with AFS and other reporting requirements  

POE is required to comply with a specified reporting framework and other reporting requirements. 

We considered: 

 Requirements of LPFMA no. 03/ L-048, on Public Financial Management and Accountability 

(as amended and supplemented); 

 Requirements of Law no. 06/L-016 on Business Organizations; 

 Requirements of Law no. 04/L-087 on Public Enterprises (as amended and supplemented); 

 Requirements of Law no. 06/L-032 on Accounting, Financial Reporting and Auditing; 

 Requirements of Law no. 04/L-42 on Public Procurement (as amended and supplemented); 

 Requirements of Instruction no. 2/2013/MoF on Structure and Content of Annual Financial 

Reports; and 

 The POE, is also required to fulfil the following requirements: 

o POE Statute; 

o Business Plan; 

o Quarterly Reports; 

o Annual reports;  

o Customer Satisfaction Measurement Report; and 

o  Draft and final procurement plan on time. 

 

2.3 Recommendation related to the AFS  

Recommendation A1 1The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that a detailed analysis has been 

carried out to determine the causes that have affected the modification of the 

Opinion and take the necessary actions to improve the situation. The 

Company's financial statements should be prepared on a basis that is 

appropriate and based on the Company's economic reality. The signing of the 

statements by the CEO and the CFOT should be done only if all necessary 

checks have been applied to the AFS before they are submitted to the BD.  

                                                      
1 Issue A and Recommendation A – means issues and new recommendations,  

   Issue B and Recommendation B – means issues and recommendations repeated,  
   Issue C and Recommendation C – means issues and recommendations partially repeated. 
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3 Financial Management and Control 

Our work related to Financial Management and Control (FMC) reflects the detailed audit activities 

undertaken on Revenue and Expenditure Systems within Public Enterprise. Specifically, we have 

handled, management of revenues, expenditures, assets, liabilities and accounts receivable. 

Financial Management and Control Conclusion 

During 2018 there were frequent changes of senior management (Chief Executive Officer), as well 

as the position of CFOT in the Kosovo Telecom Company JSC.  There was no Board of Directors 

either until the end of March 2018.   

Our audit results have highlighted that the Company has not set adequate controls in most of the 

operational and financial activities. 

Further important improvements need to be made in most areas, such as in asset management, 

personnel management, execution of expenditures, information technology systems and good 

governance to ensure the improvement of customer service quality and improvement of the 

situation financial resources of the Company. 

These and other weaknesses presented in this report should be considered by the Board of Directors 

to improve financial management and control in Kosovo Telecom. 

3.1 Business Plan (revenues and expenditures) 

We have considered the sources of revenues and expenditures planned with annual business plan 

according to categories. This is highlighted in the following tables: 

Table 1. Table of Revenues and Expenditures according to annual plan 2018                          (in €) 

Description 
Initial 

planning 
Final 

planning 
2018 

Outturn 
2017 

Outturn 

Revenues from sales/services  77,356,855  67,692,238 66,002,340 70,243,367 

Other revenues 123,973 245,004 236,603 1,039,000 

Total revenues 77,480,829  67,937,242  66,238,943  71,282,367  

Salary expenses 27,054,365  27,921,832  28,137,710  26,700,699  

Operational expenses 19,957,508  16,119,381  17,483,391  16,682,238  

Other expenses 40,523,962  36,164,643  36,543,148  41,708,016  

Total expenses  87,535,835   80,205,856  82,164,250  85,090,953  
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Explanations for changes on revenue and expenditure planning are given below: 

• Initial planning of revenue from sales/services was higher than the final/revised plan by 

€9,664,617.34 or about 12.5%. The main indicator for this was the trend of revenue execution 

for the first part of 2018, and as a result, in order to have a more realistic planning, under the 

revised plan, the revenues foreseen are lower than those in the initial one. However, the 

enterprise had a good performance compared to the final plan, which expressed in 

percentage was about 97%; 

• The final planning for Wages and Salaries was higher by €867,467 compared with the initial 

planning. The plan for this category for 2018 was executed by €215,878 more than the final 

plan;  

• Final planning for operational expenses in relation to initial planning was decreased by 

€3,838,127 or about 19.23%. While the execution for this category was €1,364,010 more than 

the final plan; 

• Final planning for other expenditures in relation to initial planning was decreased by 

€4,359,319 or about 10.75%. Execution for this category is higher by €378,505 compared to 

the final plan.  
 

Issue A 2 - Business plan execution exceeded  

Finding  The Legal Framework requires that the Publicly Owned Enterprise drafts the 

Business Plan by defining the general expenses for the exercise of the activity 

as well as the manner of financing the expenditures. 

Our analyses show that there are significant differences between initial and 

final planning for the 2018 budget. Moreover, outruns are apparent also 

between the revised plan and performance for wages and salaries, 

operational expenses and other expenditure.  

Risk Poor planning processes bring the enterprise to such a position that risks 

failing to meet the objectives and covering the expenses by increasing the 

obligations towards the supplier.  

Recommendation A2 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the business plan is based 

on the real needs of the Company, its implementation is systematically 

monitored and major changes or deviations from the initial plan are reflected 

accurately in the revised plan.  
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3.2 Statement of financial position 

The Company Kosovo Telekom J.S.C. in the following statement has presented the financial 

position.   

Table 2: Statement of financial position (Balance Sheet)2 on December 31, 2018 (all amounts are in 

thousands of Euro value, unless stated otherwise) 
 

Assets 2018 2017 

Property, plant and equipment  49,785 68,236 

Intangible assets 11,659 11,597 

Financial assets available for sale 2 2 

Deferred tax Assets 1,213 863 

Stocks  5,498 6,746 

Accounts receivable 9,456 7,915 

Receivables income tax 10 12 

Prepaid expenses and other receivables  3,285 3,471 

Cash and cash equivalents  722 488 

Total assets 81,630 99,330 

Equity     

Charter capital 4,475 4,475 

Reserve capital 55,000 55,000 

Profits / losses held                  (18,447)                      (4,544) 

Profits / losses of the year                  (15,575)                    (13,904) 

Other items      

Liabilities     

Long-term liabilities     

Trade payables 9,256 10,419 

Provisions  24,789 27,467 

Other payables and accruals 4,002 2,210 

Deferred revenues 3,130 3,207 

Payable dividends  15,000 15,000 

Total Liabilities and Equity 81,630 99,330 

As a result of our treatment in terms of compliance with laws and regulations, we have given the 

following recommendations: 

                                                      
2 IAS 1 has changed the term "Balance Sheet" and named it "Statement of Financial Position", but since the Company has 

named it Balance Sheet, we have referred it as such in order to be consistent with the name of the AFS that are subject 
of our audit. 
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Issue B1– Lack of clear polices of accounting estimates  

Finding  According to the International Accounting Standard 8 “Accounting Policies, 

Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors” and paragraph 3.3 of the 

“Corporate Governance Code” an entity shall choose and apply its 

accounting policies with sustainability for transactions, events and other 

similar terms.  

Despite the fact that the Company has a number of regulations under the Law 

on POEs, there are still no clear policies of judgments and accounting 

estimates for the asset category, such as: proper valuation of financial and 

non-financial assets; the useful life of non-financial assets or the expected 

model of consumption of future economic tangible benefits in the asset. This 

issue was raised and recommended even last year. 

According to Company officials this had happened because the activity was 

temporarily suspended due to lack of audit committee and due to the fact that 

after the restructuring of the company was started with drafting of SOP, and 

not to do duplicate the work, and not to create conflicts described in 

accounting policies and procedures with those procedures in the SOP. 

Risk In the absence of these valuation policies, the essential part of AFS production 

can be violated causing misclassification of material items.   

Recommendation B1 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that concrete actions are taken 

to establish clear accounting estimate policies and review them for necessary 

changes.  
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Issue B2 – Loss of assets value and inadequate handling of this issue  

Finding  According to objective (1) of the International Accounting Standard 36 

“Assets Depreciation” and the Kosovo National Standard 3 par. 26, an entity 

shall determine the procedures it applies to ensure that its assets are held at 

an accounting amount, which shall not be greater than their recoverable 

amount. An asset is held at an accounting value greater than the recoverable 

amount if its accounting net value exceeds the amount that can be recovered 

through the use or sale of the asset. If so, it is said that the asset is depreciated 

and the Standard requires the economic unit to recognise a depreciation loss. 

Non-financial assets that have suffered loss in value are reviewed for any 

possible change of loss in the value in each reporting date. 

In the process of implementation of accounting policies, the Management of 

the Company has made no judgment, which may have a significant effect on 

the decrease of assets in value that is determined by carrying out the test 

through which the recoverable amount is estimated. There are clear situations 

for determining the need for a depreciation test for assets showing signs of 

decreasing losses in value on the balance sheet date such as: 

- Significant part of the assets is information technology that has a 

dynamic market and the market value of similar assets has decreased; 

- The lack of maintenance and technological support that carries a high 

cost puts into question the overall value of the overall platform; 

- -There are no estimates of assets disposed of the prior technology 

generation that can be reused for potential repairs; 

- The accounting value of a portion of the entity's net assets may be 

greater than the market value; 

- The physical condition of assets and their performance has 

deteriorated; 

According to Company officials due to budget constraints from the trend of 

revenue collection for the years 2016-2017, the management has not managed 

to include this project under the “High Priority” projects. Also, due to the 

financial situation of the Company, it is difficult to plan reinitiate the 

inclusion of this project in the budget review in the mid-period of 2019. 

Risk  The continuing lack of asset depreciation test can affect the unrealistic 

presentation of their value and expenses from loss in the AFS.  

Recommendation B2 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that decisions have been taken 

to conduct the procedure for testing the asset value decrease by documenting 

it as clearly as possible in order to present a real asset value and eliminate the 

misstatement opportunities of expenditures in the financial statements.  
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3.3 Statement of revenues and expenditures   

Company Kosovo Telekom J.S.C., in the following statement has presented all types of revenues 

generated during the year, expenditures and financial outcome.   

Table 3: Statement of revenue and expenditures as at 31 December 2018 in € (all amounts are in 

thousands of Euro value, unless stated otherwise)  

Description  2018 2017 

Revenues from sales/services 66,002 70,243 

Revenues from grant     

Other revenues              236.60  1,039 

Total Revenues  66,239 71,282 

Wages and salaries  28,138 26,701 

Fuel expenses                  235  261 

Material/service costs 15,920 14,857 

Office and administrative expenses                  876  779 

Expenses for maintenance               1,488  1,695 

Depreciation Expense  12,994 13,147 

Amortisation Expense 7,405 9,651 

Other expenses 15,109 17,999 

Total expenses 82,164          85,091  

Profit / loss before tax (15,925) (13,809) 

Income tax - Income / (expense) of income tax              350.00  
                            

(95) 

Profit / Net Loss (15,575) (13,904) 

Revenues generated were €66,238,943, while revenue planning for 2018 was €67,937,242. 

Expenditures incurred (without depreciation and amortization) in 2018 were €61,766,092, while 

planning for 2018 was €58,794,096, out of which €28,137,710 were executed or expressed in 

percentage about 45.5% belong to the category of wages and salaries (personnel expenses). 

Our compliance audit examinations have resulted in the following findings: 
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Issue A 3 – Non appointment of the payment certification officer  

Finding  According to the Law on Public Finance and Accountability, it is required 

that “Each Budget Organisation, the autonomous executive agency and 

publicly owned enterprise shall have the certification officer. The 

Certification officer is appointed and reports to the Chief Administrative 

Officer “. 

The company had not yet appointed an officer for payment certification. This 

role is partially covered by the treasury manger, but this is not a proper 

segregation of duties as the same manages the bank accounts and executes 

the payments. 

Failure to appoint an officer to certify payments has occurred due to a failure 

of management to establish appropriate controls and positions in the 

company. 

Risk Lack of certification officer weakens internal controls and improper 

segregation of duties can lead to conflict of interest for the official.  

Recommendation A3 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that there is a proper segregation 

of duties and responsibilities in the company by taking appropriate actions 

to establish this position in order to strengthen controls and prevent possible 

conflicts of interest. 

Issue A 4 – Payments proceeded without being signed by the treasury manager  

Finding  According to the standard operating procedures (SOP) for finances drafted 

by the company, in the section Approval of Invoices, it is required that “No 

invoice will be paid if one of the following signatures is missing: Co-ordinator 

for reporting and planning, Manager/Project Manager, Director 

(Sector/Requesting Department) and Treasury Manager”. 

Out of 11 tested cases, in five cases this control was not implemented by the 

Treasury manager and the case was processed for payment without its 

signature. 

This has occurred as a result of not applying effective controls by the CFOT. 

Risk Failure to put controls in place upon the execution of expenses and non-

approval of them formally by the responsible persons of the company 

increases the risk of irrational and inefficient management of expenditures 

and can cause the enterprise unnecessary financial loss.  

Recommendation A4 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that measures are taken to 

establish adequate controls in the company and the approval of expenditures 

is made by persons responsible for more efficient and rational management 

of expenditures.  
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Issue A 5 -  Lack of contract management plan  

Finding  According to ROGPP, Article 61.8, “The contract management plan shall be 

prepared prior to the beginning of the contract implementation and with the 

agreement of the parties included in the contract. This will be documented by 

the signing of both parties, namely the Project Manager and the Economic 

Operator.”  

In two cases, in procurement procedures “Purchase of IPTV Contents” and 

“Supply with Mobile Telecommunication Equipment” the contract 

management plan is missing.  

This has occurred as a result of not applying effective controls by the 

contracting authority. 

Risk Incomplete implementation of procurement legal requirements may result in 

poor management in the implementation of contracts. 

Recommendation A5 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that an internal review is 

undertaken to determine why procurement requirements have not been 

addressed in all cases and exercise more control to ensure that identified 

deficiencies are addressed. 
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Issue A 6 – Inadequate planning and execution of procurement plan  

Finding  Article 5 of the Rules and the Operational Guideline for Public Procurement 

(ROGPP) states that the preparation of the annual procurement plans: 

Eliminates the need for emergency procurements or exceptions; Collect 

requests, when possible, to achieve the value for money; Enables 

identification of framework contracts; and avoids the splitting of 

procurement requests that are substantially the same or interrelated. 

The company has drafted a procurement plan of 85 procedures with a total 

estimated value of €13,415,774. During the year, 80 contracts were signed in 

the amount of €2,940,730.91, out of which 40 were executed through the 

minimum value procedure and price quotation.  

We have noticed that for most of the same or related supply/service 

requirements a number of procedures have been developed resulting in 

splitting of requests: Projects “Supply with IT equipment” and “Supply with 

IT spare parts” are projects which have substantially the same or related 

requirements and for these two projects, 17 procurement activities have been 

conducted, out of which eight activities have been conducted with 

procedures according to price quotation and five procedures with minimum 

value.  

Such splitting of requests/needs has occurred as a result of inadequate 

planning by the requesting units. 

Risk Splitting requests that are the same or related in procedures with price 

quotation and minimum value procedures shorten the bidding procedure 

timelines thereby increasing the risk of eliminating competition and 

questioning the quality of the goods/services received for the money given.  

Recommendation A6 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure a detailed planning of 

procurement activities that will avoid the needs for splitting requests in the 

future as well as ensure the application of appropriate procedures such as 

public framework contracts. 
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Issue A 7 – Engagement of employees for work and specific duties in regular positions without 

a public competition  

Finding  According to the Labour Law, no. 03/L-212, Article 8, paragraph 1, it is 

required that “The employer in the public sector is obliged to announce 

public competition every time an employee is accepted and employment 

relationship is established”. Also, Administrative Instruction (MLSW) No. 

07/2017 - On the Regulation of Public Competition Procedures, Article 4, 

paragraph 3, it is required: “The public competition shall be open 15 days 

from the day of publication and shall be published at least on one of the 

written means of information”. 

During 2018, the company has engaged 178 employees for specific work and 

duties, without announcing a public competition.  

The reason for such engagements was that the company did not consider it 

necessary to announce a public competition to engage employees for work 

and specific tasks. Moreover, the following explanations are given in their 

answer: the engagement of the staff for specific work and tasks in principle 

has been executed; the call for expression of interest has been posted on the 

company's website and at the entrance of the main facilities of Telecom, 

identification of staff needs was made by the requesting departments and 

through the engagement of the accompanying staff from each Chief Executive 

Officer for their cabinets.  

Risk Engagement of employees for specific work and tasks for regular job 

positions, disrespecting basic principles for a fair, transparent and 

competitive, in addition to non-compliance with legal liabilities, it increases 

the risk of engaging inadequate persons in certain positions. 

Recommendation A7 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the causes of the identified 

deficiencies have been considered and that the necessary measures have been 

taken to comply with the relevant legal provisions upon engaging new staff. 
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Issue A 8 – Exceeded the deadline for engaging employees for specific work and tasks  

Finding  In the Labour Law no. 03/L-212, Article 10, paragraph 6, it is stated that “The 

contract for a specific assignment cannot be longer than one hundred and 

twenty (120) days within one (1) year”. 

Our tests show that in 65 cases the company has engaged employees for 

specific work and tasks by not respecting the maximum employment terms 

according to this mode of contracting. 

The exceeding of the engagement deadline has been justified by the company 

that it has occurred due to the needs of the requesting departments. 

Risk Employee engagement longer than the maximum allowed timelines risks the 

engagement of incompetent persons for respective positions, constitutes 

additional costs for the enterprise, and may result in operational inefficiency. 

Recommendation A8 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure to strengthen internal controls 

through the internal acts of the enterprise, which will prevent the conclusion 

of employment contracts and specific tasks beyond the maximum deadline 

allowed by law. 

Issue A 9 – Same job positions paid with different grades  

Finding  Labour Law no. 03/L-212, Article 55, paragraph 3, states, “The employer shall 

pay both women and men the same compensation for work of equal value, 

compensation covering basic salary and other allowances”. 

During the review of the employee list on 31.12.2018, we identified 61 

positions where employees are not paid the same grade for the same position. 

According to the company's response, the reasons for identified cases when 

employees with similar positions are paid in different grades are: school 

qualification and experience, the difference between work in departments, 

changes with court decisions, employed through public competition with 

relevant grades, but these are not criteria provided for by the law or any 

internal regulation of the Company and the employee should be paid for the 

task performed and the responsibilities given.  

Risk Payment of employees for the same positions with different grades increases 

the risk of dissatisfaction of employees who may even file eventual lawsuits 

against the company for unequal treatment.  

Recommendation A9 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that internal controls are 

strengthened through internal acts, which will prevent employees in the same 

positions being paid in different grades.   
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Issue A 10 – Staff movements without any criteria from one grade and/or position to another  

Finding  The Code of Ethics and Corporate Governance for Publicly-Owned 

Enterprises published by the Policy and Monitoring Unit of Public 

Enterprises, Chapter 12, Other Employment Protocols, namely 12.18 and 

12.20 states that: “The enterprise will recruit and support employees without 

discrimination on grounds of their suitability for work”; “The Enterprise shall 

encourage and assist employees at all levels of relevant development of skills 

and progress in their career.” 

In the recruitment and selection policy are not foreseen criteria for staff 

movements in grades/positions, but these promotions based on the 

applicable policy are under the authority of the Chief Executive Offcier in 

cooperation with the Human Resources Department and relevant requesting 

departments. 

During 2018, the Company made 296 staff movements of staff in various 

grades. We have reviewed the staff movement list and we have not found any 

argument which criterion was used in staff movements e.g., from grade 5 to 

grade 14, from 7 to grade 15, from grade 9 to grade 12, from grade 10 to 14, 

from grade 10 to grade 15.   

This has occurred due to lack of clear and defined criteria on staff movements 

in the Selection and Recruitment Policy. 

Risk In the absence of a promotion policy, the risk of unequal treatment increases 

and may create discrimination in the staff promotion.  

Recommendation A10 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure to draft the promotion regulation 

and that staff promotion and demotion are made on the basis of the criteria 

set out in the regulation/policy, which should be approved by the Board of 

Directors.  
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Issue A 11 – Regulations and policies on personnel management not approved in the Board  

Finding  The Company’s Statute stipulates that “The Company shall issue regulations 

that contain provisions on the administration and functioning of the company 

approved by the Board of Directors. 

We have received a set of human resource regulations and policies in force, 

but except for the “Selection and Recruitment Policy” which was approved 

by the Board, regulations and other policies were only approved by the Chief 

Executive Officer and some others exist only as documents and have not been 

approved at all. 

This has occurred due to non-application of effective controls by the Board of 

Directors to the Management of the Company. 

Risk The non-approval by the Board of Directors of human resources regulations 

and policies increase the risk of lack of accountability of the Company's 

Management in personnel management.  

Recommendation A11 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that all regulations and policies 

drafted for human resources have been approved. Moreover, an internal 

review should be made to determine why the requirements of the company's 

statute, the law on publicly owned enterprises, the code of ethics and 

corporate governance for public enterprises have not been addressed to date.   

3.4 Statement of Changes in Equity 

In the Annual Financial Statements of the enterprise, capital is presented under this structure:  

Table 4: Capital of the Publicly Owned Enterprise KT on 31.12.2018 (all amounts are in thousands 

of Euro value, unless stated otherwise) 

Description 31 December 2018 31 December 2017 

CAPITAL     

Base capital  4,475 4,475 

Reserve Capital 55,000 55,000 

Profits/Losses carried forward (18,447) (4,544) 

Current Year Profits/Loss (15,575) (13,904) 

Revaluation reserve -                            -    

Total  25,453 41,027 
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3.5 Statement of Cash Flow 

Cash Flow Statement provides data on changes in cash during the reporting periods presented and 

classifies the cash flow achieved through operational, investment and financial activities. 

Company’s cash flow information is useful to provide the user of the financial statements with a 

cash flow estimate. 

Kosovo Telecom Company has presented the Cash Flow Statement in the following statement. 

Table 5: Cash receipts and expenditures in € (all amounts are in thousands of Euro value, unless 

stated otherwise)  

Description December 31, 2018 December 31, 2017 

Cash flows from operating activities     

Adjustment for depreciation  12,994 13,147 

Other increasing adjustments  7,405 9,650 

Cash Reduction (Loss before tax and other)    (22,416) -50,842 

Other increasing reduction adjustments  4,261 37,991 

Net flow from operating activities 2,243 9,946 

Cash flows from investing activities     

Cash increase      

Reduction of cash (2,009) (10,144) 

Net cash from investing activities (2,009) (10,144) 

Cash flow from financing activities     

Cash Increase      

Reduction of cash     

Net cash from financing activities  0 0 

Increase / decrease of cash during the year 234 (198) 

Cash at beginning of year 488 686 

Cash at end of year 722 488 
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3.6 Handling of Explanatory Notes 

Explanatory notes provide information regarding the basis of the preparation of financial 

statements and accounting policies required by IFRSs and provide additional information that is 

not disclosed in the Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Cash Flow Statement or Statement of Changes 

in Equity but are important to understand each one of them. 

The disclosures issue regarding the continuity presented in an improper manner in the AFS are 

presented in section 2 of this report, precisely in the Basis for Adverse Opinion. 

4 Good Governance 

Specific areas of our governance-related reviews have been the, internal audit, accountability and 

risk management process, while the other components are handled within the chapters or 

subchapters above.  

Overall Governance Conclusion  

In general good governance regarding operational/business and financial activities in Kosovo 

Telecom continues to be fragile. The Company has had no progress in implementing the 

recommendations given by the independent auditor for 2017. There are no policies drafted to assess, 

identify and determine risks through the risk register and the risk management is missing as well. 

Further, there was no self-assessment of the performance of the Board of Directors and there is no 

asset management manual. 

Internal audit provided an overview of the level of assurance of internal controls and provided 

recommendations for their improvement. However, this unit has not developed a risk-based plan, 

there are no policies and procedures for its activities, and there is no audit statue and there is no 

strategic auditing plan either.  
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4.1 Internal Audit System 

The Internal Audit Unit (IAU) operates with five officers/members of staff. Of them two auditors, 

one acting an Internal Audit Manager for IT, one Internal Audit Manager and one Personal 

assistant/translator and the Head of this unit, who was selected in November 2018. 

To conduct an effective audit requires a comprehensive work program that reflects financial and 

other risks of the company and provides sufficient assurance on the effectiveness of internal control. 

The impact of Internal Audit products should be judged by the importance given by the 

management to the implementation of audit recommendations.   

The IA Unit has prepared a form of annual audit plan that was not risk-based and the same, in the 

absence of the Board and the Audit Committee (at the time of preparation of the plan), has not been 

approved. In this audit plan, IAU for 2018 had planned eight audits, out of which during 2018 it 

conducted three, while two audits from this plan were completed in 2019. Besides these, IAU had 

also conducted nine activities at the request of management. In general, the IAU reports were 

inclusive by providing recommendations on improving internal control.  

 

Issue A 12 - Failure to draft Internal Audit Statute  

Finding  International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal 

Auditing   (ISPPIA) 1000 foresees that the purpose, authority and 

responsibility of internal audit activity should be formally defined in the 

Internal Audit Statute, in accordance with the Internal Audit Definition, the 

Code of Ethics and Standards. 

IAU has not drafted the Internal Audit Statute according to standard 

requirements. 

This has occurred as a result of lack of attention of the Audit Committee and 

Audit Department to prepare this formal document.    

Risk Lack of audit statute increases the risk of not clearly defining the purpose, 

position, authority and responsibility of internal audit activities in the 

company.  

Recommendation A12 The Chairperson of the Board, in co-operation with the Audit Committee, 

should ensure that the IA statute has been drafted, clearly defining through 

this formal document (statute): the purpose, position, authority and 

responsibility of the internal audit activities in the company.  
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Issue A 13 - Failure to draft strategic plan and risk-based audit plan  

Finding  International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal 

Auditing 2010 and 2200 foresee that the Head of Internal Audit shall establish 

a risk-based audit plan and document a plan for each engagement including 

objectives, scope, timing, and distribution of engagements resources.  

The internal audit department has drafted a plan where it had foreseen some 

engagements (the same was not approved in the absence of the board in that 

period), however this plan was not risk-based. Furthermore, this department 

has no strategic plan either. 

This has occurred as a result of lack of interest shown by the Audit Committee 

and the Audit Department to draft a risk-based plan and strategic plan. 

Risk Failure to draft risk-based audit plan and strategic plan by the internal audit 

department increases the risk of not defining the advantages of internal audit 

activity in line with goals, key objectives, enterprise strategies, and related 

risks and processes of risk administration.  

Recommendation A13 The Chairperson of the Board, in co-operation with the Audit Committee, 

should ensure that a risk-based audit plan and a strategic plan are drafted, 

including the objectives, scope, timing and distribution of engagement 

resources. The plan should consider Enterprise strategies, objectives and risks 

associated with engagement.  

Issue A 14 – Failure to draft policies and procedures of internal audit activities  

Finding  International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal 

Auditing   2040 require that the Head of Internal Audit shall establish policies 

and procedures that serve as guidelines for internal audit activity. 

The Internal Audit Department does not have policies and procedures 

designed to regulate the internal audit process. This has occurred as a result 

of a lack of initiative from this department. 

Risk In the absence of these policies and procedures, the IAU may not comply with 

professional internal audit practices and consequently will fail to serve the 

purpose for which this unit has been formed.  

Recommendation A14 The Chairperson of the Board, in co-operation with the Audit Committee, 

should ensure that concrete steps are taken to develop policies and 

procedures for the conduct of IA activities in order to clearly define the duties 

and responsibilities of this unit. 
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4.2 Management Reporting, Accountability and Risk 

Management 

Accountability as a process is the acceptance of responsibilities, holding persons into account for 

their actions and disclosing results in a transparent way. Whereas, risk management is a process 

related to identification, analysis, evaluation and actions/measures taken by the Management to 

control and respond to risks threatening the Company. 

During our analysis related to the functioning of the management systems, we have noticed the 

following deficiencies: 

 

Issue A 15 - Failure to draft risk management plan  

Finding  In the Code of Ethics and Corporate Governance for Publicly Owned 

Enterprises par. 15.9 as well as in principle no. 5 of the “Good Governance” 

standards among the duties and responsibilities of the Board is also the 

establishment of policies for risk management and control through business 

risk indicators. 

The company has drafted the Business Plan 2017-2019, which lists some risks 

without the likelihood of occurrence and their impact, without their priority 

by category and classification and without measuring the risks associated 

with related responses. Furthermore, there are still no policies designed to 

assess, identify and determine risks through the risk register by priority or 

type of risk. In addition, no concrete steps have been taken in this regard 

towards setting up a risk management system. 

Although the Board, in its regular meetings, has put in discussion issues 

related to potential risks to the Company, they have not yet taken any 

concrete actions to formalise this process.   

Risk Lack of a formal register of potential risks affects company's inability to 

respond in a timely manner or to reduce risks at acceptable levels.  

Recommendation A15 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that a plan has been developed 

which will identify all possible risks, assess their impact if they occur, and 

determine the preventive and subsequent measures in response to them.  
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Issue A 16 – Lack of asset management manual  

Finding  According to International Governance Standard 9160 “Improving Good 

Governance for Public Assets” par. 3.1 a Handbook (Manual) on asset 

management policies and procedures is a key element of the internal control 

environment. 

The company has not developed a General Asset Management Manual that 

includes six elements: Planning, capital budgeting, purchases, accounting 

records, management and sales/payments. This has occurred as a result of 

insufficient management’s attention regarding the area of asset management. 

Risk In the absence of an Asset Management Manual, it may result in material 

misstatement in the area of assets and may risk that the company will not 

perform its financial and operational activity on the basis of applicable laws 

and standards.  

Recommendation A16 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure to design and put into action of 

a manual setting out the key elements that are necessary to help in the area of 

asset management and to review them periodically to be in pace with changes 

of governance standards.  
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Issue A 17 – Non-completion of the self-assessment of the performance of the Board of Directors  

Finding  According to the Code of Ethics and Corporate Governance for POE par. 27.2, 

Law on POE no. 03/L-087, Article 28, paragraph (1) requires that the POE 

Board of Directors make a systematic assessment of its performance, on an 

annual basis, using the evaluation criteria or coefficients. The Chairperson is 

responsible for ensuring the regular and timely performance of the 

assessment. While according to paragraph (2) the Board shall ensure that the 

results of the assessment carried out under paragraph 1 of this Article are 

summarised in a written report submitted to the Minister and Government 

of Kosovo for Central POEs. 

The Board of Directors did not carry out a self-assessment of its performance. 

Failure to carry out this assessment does not show to what extent the 

objectives have been achieved, how the Board defines the role and duties in 

the current situation in monitoring the performance of the Company, how it 

makes prioritisation of responsibilities, delegations, and communications 

with internal staff, PMUPE and the public. 

Lack of responsibility and accountability for transparency by the Board as 

well as the weaknesses in oversight mechanisms by the Kosovo Government 

such as PMUPE resulted in non-compliance with Corporate Governance and 

the Law on POEs.  

Risk In the absence of these estimates, the concrete objectives interpreted from the 

Business Plan and the activities for the achievement of these objectives which 

are presented at the beginning of the fiscal year with a concrete plan aiming 

increasing the Company's value cannot be known. This risks transparency, 

responsibility and accountability in achieving strategic objectives.   

Recommendation A17 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the performance of the 

Board is assessed on the basis of the criteria set by the PMUPE, which should 

end with a concrete plan at the beginning of the fiscal year for all the objectives 

to be achieved by end of the year. This activity should also include the main 

activities that should be taken to achieve each of the objectives set out in the 

business plan.   
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5 Information systems  

The objective of this audit was to evaluate whether data recorded and processed in Kosovo Telecom 

Information Systems have occurred in incoming systems, have been transferred accurately, fully 

and reliably to other telecom information systems, and have maintained integrity during their 

processing cycle. 

Overall conclusion  

Telecom has deficiencies in data controls that are transferred to information systems within the 

Company and there is a lack of data harmonisation. Lack of controls and non-harmonisation of 

data makes uncertainty that all events occurred are transferred accurately and fully to all 

information systems within the Company.  

The company does not conduct a periodical review of user access rights. These rights are not 

terminated at the time of termination of the contract or change of employment position. There are 

also no user access controls (administrator) and activities for contractor users for system activities. 

Lack of user control risks the security of information integrity, confidentiality of sensitive data, as 

well as the availability of systems. 

Attempts to identify, correct and prevent losses, fraud, and quality of services and increase of the 

company's profit margins have been deficient. Late identification of incidents, lack of security 

alarm configurations, and malfunction of alarms, risk the flow and loss of financial revenues and 

also losing the customers that the company has. 

5.1 Controls of applications for data with financial impact  

Control applications are controls that are made to ensure that executed transactions, data 

processing, register keeping and internal controls support the company's business process. 

As a result of data controls with financial impact, we have noted the following deficiencies:  
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Issue A 18 - There is no comparison between the traffic recorded in SWITCHES3 of central 

network and invoice systems  

Finding  All calls, phone messages, and internet generate traffic, and this traffic should 

be registered in the SWITCH centre, from which CDRs (Call Detail Records) 

are created and transferred to the respective systems. 

The company has failed to make system comparisons to date between 

systems to ensure that all traffic registered at the central network switches is 

recorded in the CDR and this traffic is transferred to invoicing systems. Our 

tests for these comparisons between reports from data obtained in the Central 

Network, DWH4 (Data Warehouse) for Voice traffic and SYMPHONY 

invoicing system for the Internet (Data) show that there have been 

considerable differences.  

According to company’s officials, such an initiative has not been undertaken 

due to the complexity and in the absence of a sophisticated system it is 

required to do a great deal of work manually. 

Risk Lack of data comparison between systems cause suspicion that all spent 

traffic has defects in invoicing and this situation leads the Company to losses.  

Recommendation A18 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that such a mechanism is 

established to make comparisons between the traffic recorded in the SWITCH 

of the central network and the invoicing systems in order to ensure that all 

traffic is being recorded in the CDR and this traffic is being transferred to 

invoicing systems.   

                                                      
3 SWITCH coordinate the communication channels between the user and the service they request (call, SMS, internet)  
4 A great source of data gathered from a wide range of resources within a company. 
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Issue A 19 - Deficiencies in preventing loss of financial revenues and correction of activities that 

are considered abnormal  

Finding  Kosovo Telecom should reduce and prevent abnormal activities that affect 

the loss of financial revenues and the quality of the services provided. Also, 

according to the Support Agreement between PTK JSC and Dardafon.net 

L.L.C, specifically under Article 9.4 Illegal Competition, stipulates: “The 

parties will co-operate to combat the phenomenon known as 'SIM to SIM'. 

Moreover, Dardafon.net is aware that if PTK detects any activity of SIM to 

SIM phenomenon, PTK will reserve the right to disconnect these numbers. If 

this phenomenon results as 'negligence' by Dardafon.net, then PTK will 

reserve the right to terminate the Contract in whole under Article 13.1 “. 

During the audit, we identified deficiencies in preventing losses and 

corrections of activities considered as frauds. Inadequate traffic or illegal 

activity 'Sim to Sim' has started to be reported by Telecom since June 2018. It 

has been noted that this activity has had an increasing trend in the last months 

of 2018, and this increase continued in 2019, where in the first quarter of 2019 

it reached on average in 200 of such activities per month. Out of the identified 

cases, 90% of the numbers that have been performing “Sim to Sim” activities 

belong to the MVNO5 (Z-Mobile) operator. 

There were also numbers identified that have carried out “Sim to Sim” 

activities belonging to the MVNO operator, around 7% have not been blocked 

in time, providing the opportunity to repeat this activity. This illegal activity 

of the same numbers has had an increasing trend during the first quarter of 

2019. 

After we addressed this issue during the performance of the audit, and 

informing responsible officials of these illegal activities, Telecom officials 

obtained access to MVNO's systems to block them. 

Although the contract between “PTK and Dardafon.net (MVNO)” obliges 

both parties to co-operate in combating the phenomenon of 'Sim to Sim', the 

actions of both parties to deal with issues reported regarding this 

phenomenon have been deficient. 

The reason of the increase in the number of incidents of this kind according 

to Telecom officials is the change of the prefix from +377 to +383, the lack of 

systems for the immediate identification of these activities and the lack of 

access to the MVNO system to block these numbers. The failure to block these 

numbers immediately has affected the repetition of this phenomenon by the 

same numbers.   

Risk The 'Sim to Sim' illegal activity or avoiding traffic affects the loss of the 

company's financial revenues as well as the quality of services. 

Recommendation A19 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the necessary measures are 

taken to identify and block immediately the activities that cause loss of 

financial revenues, which also damage the quality of service.  
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Issue A 20 - Post-paid invoice payments cannot be controlled/reported in a timely manner in the 

accounting system from the selling points  

Finding  All financial transactions should be recorded and reported in a timely manner 

in the accounting system and should be in full harmony with the data that 

exist in other systems owned by the Company. 

Analyses made on transactions executed at the selling points show that there 

are cases where PostPaid invoicing payments are reported late by the sales 

operators (funds are deposited in the bank after a few weeks). PostPaid 

invoice payments and product sale are made through the CRM customer 

management system, but this system does not automatically send data for 

these payments to the ERP accounting system. Through the ERP accounting 

system, it is not possible to identify these payments at the time of their 

execution.  

Furthermore, the funds collected at the selling points are not identifiable in 

the ERP accounting system according to customers, and the accounting 

system is unable to report in a timely manner for PostPaid collection of 

invoices.  

As a result of non-automatic communication between PostPaid payment 

systems, selling points operators may not deposit the funds for these 

payments on a regular daily basis, but will deposit the funds for the collected 

payments for different periods.  

Risk Failure to identify customer payment invoices at the selling points by the 

accounting system risks that there is no consistency of the revenues collected 

in the invoicing system with those recorded in the accounting system. Failure 

to identify payments impedes the control of the financial revenues from the 

selling points of the Company.  

Recommendation A20 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that interconnection between 

CRM and ERP systems is made so that data on PostPaid payment transactions 

at selling points are reported on a daily basis. 

                                                      
5 MVNO - Mobile Virtual Network Operator - is a provider of mobile communication services that does not 

own the network infrastructure to provide service to its customers. An MVNO enters into a business deal 
with a mobile network operator to gain access to wholesale network services.  
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Issue A 21 - Non-harmonisation of data for costumer accounts between Company’s systems  

Finding  The data presented in the accounting system should be in full harmony with 

the data that exist in other Company’s systems. 

During the analysis made of the database, obtained from the systems for KT 

customer accounts/numbers, it has been noted that there are 

accounts/customer numbers in these systems, which are not harmonised. 

Therefore, there are customers who are in active status on the central network 

system, while in the CRM client management system and in the invoicing 

system they are in passive status. There are customers who are passive in the 

invoicing system and the CRM system, while in the central network system 

these customers are active. 

Failure to harmonise data account/customer numbers between systems 

creates room for customers to receive service and not invoiced for the service 

they receive. 

This has occurred because in the central network systems of fixed services, in 

cases when the recorded data change, these changes are not applied to other 

systems as well. Maintenance periods and support provided by economic 

operators have expired in some of the systems in use.  

Risk Failure to unify customer data on systems impedes the harmonisation of 

customer data in systems and makes unable the handling of errors that occur 

when harmonising customer data. Further, this impacts on having an unclear 

overview of customer data as well as financial loss of revenues.   

Recommendation A21 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the data in the systems are 

unified and harmonised. In addition, monitoring and handling of the controls 

of errors should be carried out continuously during the harmonisation of 

customer data.  
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Issue A 22 - Non-functioning of alarm systems enabling monitoring, prevention and reporting of 

various incidents  

Finding  The company should establish mechanisms to ensure that information 

security incidents are monitored, prevented and reported as soon as possible. 

During the examinations made in one case it was noted that there were 

information security incidents that were identified late by the Company, and 

as a result, it caused financial damage to the customer, and this damage was 

also reported to the Company. 

There were also alarms that are dysfunctional that would prevent potential 

misuse whether accidently or intentionally. 

Moreover, despite the occurred incidents, the Company has not taken 

measures to prevent such incidents in the future in order to minimize its 

damages and also damages of the consumer. 

According to Company officials, this has occurred due to the lack of access to 

the system for specific alarm configurations as well as the additional costs 

required by the system contractor of the Ai.Froud system, and as a result of 

this, these alarms are not functional. 

Risk Late identification of incidents, inability of alarm configurations and their 

non-functioning may affect the loss of financial revenues as well as the loss 

of customers owned by the Company.  

Recommendation A22 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that security alarms are 

functional and take adequate measures to identify quickly and to prevent 

incidents in order to maintain customer confidence and minimise possible 

financial losses.  
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5.2 Controls of applications on compliance with regulation 

Compliance controls in the information systems are made to ensure that the company, in its systems, 

has implemented the rules of validity in accordance with the regulations. 

In our evaluation in terms of implementing the rules of validity in accordance with the regulations, 

we have noted the following deficiencies: 
 

Issue A 23 - Activation of the service without previously being registered as a customer  

Finding  According to the Regulation on the Registration of Mobile Phones Subscribers 

(RAEPC), service providers shall register all customers before the service is 

activated, whether or not they are a contracted or subscriber customer, nor 

should they activate the numbers without being previously registered as 

customers. 

Our CRM6 data analyses show that data for customers are missing for about 

3810 active SIM7 cards. The service has been activated in these numbers 

without being previously registered as customers.  

Because the CRM system allows for the activation of services without 

previously registering customers, the company has not taken measures to 

prevent it, all this occurred in the absence of a validity mechanism for 

activating the service. 

Moreover, this system does not have validated the subscriber’s identification 

field so that it is enough to place a character in the ID field and proceed with 

other steps to activate the number.  

Risk Failure to comply with the rules of validity impedes the identification of 

costumers who are using the operator's services.  

Recommendation A23 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that mandatory customer 

identification fields for registration are functionalised in the CRM system in 

order to prevent the activation of the service without the customer being 

registered. 

                                                      
6 CRM- Customer Relationship Management is a system for management of all relationships and interactions of the 

company with customers.  
7 SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) Unique card - ID for one phone that is placed within the phone, and contains personal 

information about subscribers including network activation and notes of subscriber phone numbers  
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Issue A 24 - The system allows for the registration of more than ten SIM cards for one customer  

Finding  The Regulation on Registration of Mobile Phone Subscribers foresees that 

service providers cannot register, on behalf of a natural person as a customer, 

more than ten SIM cards.  

Our data analyses in the CRM database system show that there are customers, 

natural persons who have registered more than ten SIM cards for use. 

Because the CRM system does not have a mechanism that would identify the 

number in the possession of SIM cards to notify the selling operator upon the 

person's registration, it has been impossible to track them. 

Risk In the absence of implementation of the rules of validity in accordance with 

the regulatory acts there is a risk that customers who are using the services of 

the operator will abuse them.  

Recommendation A24 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that mechanisms are in place in 

the CRM system that control and limit the registration of more than ten SIM 

cards for all natural customers in order to prevent possible misuse.  

 

Issue A 25 - CRM system allows identification of dialled number for landline telephony  

Finding  According to Law no. 04/L-109 on Electronic Communications, the 

confidentiality of communications and traffic data of a public 

communications network and public electronic communications services 

should be protected by the service provider. 

During the physical observation of the CRM system, it has been noticed that 

in the application when customer calls for landline telephony are required, 

the dialling numbers do not appear in full, i.e., they contain confidentiality in 

communication, but when these transactions are exported to Excel format 

then the dial number appears in full. 

According to the officials, the CRM system was initially only developed for 

the mobile telephony, and with the joining of VALA and Telekom fixed 

telephony services were also integrated into this system, which after 

integration the necessary controls of identification were not made.   

Risk Non-application of confidentiality of customer communications enables the 

exposure of customer privacy by system users, namely unauthorised parties.  

Recommendation A25 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that confidentiality rules of 

customer for dial up numbers have been applied in the CRM system for fixed 

telephony in the costumer transaction module.   
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5.3 Controls of logical accesses in systems  

Logical controls are made to ensure the integrity of information stored in information systems, 

confidentiality of sensitive data, and to ensure the continued availability of information systems. 

Our examinations on system logic access controls have resulted in the following findings.  

 

Issue C1 Lack of monitoring of registers of the users’ activities in the information systems  

Finding  Controls should be in place to ensure that audit trails are generated, 

maintained for all transaction records. Audit trails are periodically reviewed 

and monitored to identify abnormal activity. 

Our tests show that there are trails of users’ activity in audited systems, but 

there is no monitoring. Trails are monitored only with special request from 

the Revenue Insurance Sector, but these are not monitored at regular 

intervals. The company does not monitor the activities of external contracted 

users for maintenance as well as users who have full access both in the 

application as well as in the database. 

Moreover, the Company has not authorised any personnel to carry out the 

monitoring of these trails. The Data protection officer has made efforts to 

monitor them as well as to appoint an Information security officer, but this 

request has not been functionalised to date. 

This has occurred as a result of a lack of procedures for regular monitoring of 

audit trails. According to Company’s officials, this has also occurred due to 

the huge volume of data and in the absence of a System for Occurring Events, 

the control is done only with the initiation of special cases. 

Risk Lack of regular monitoring of trails affects the lack of identification of 

abnormal activities that may have financial effect and exposure to 

unauthorised information.  

Recommendation C1 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that policies and procedures are 

in place for regular monitoring of audit trail registers and the maintenance 

and protection from changes. The Chairperson should also ensure that audit 

trail registers on user activities are reviewed and reported at regular time 

periods.  
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Issue C2 - Deficiencies in users’ controls with full access to information systems  

Finding  To ensure the integrity of information stored in information systems, the 

confidentiality of sensitive data and to ensure the continued availability of 

their information systems there should be logical controls. 

After analysing users’ list with the roles and responsibilities they have about 

the information systems, we have noted that there are full-access users both 

in the application and in the database. Also, the external contracted users for 

system maintenance have full access.   

When conducting physical observation, we have noticed that system 

administrators use built-in general accounts to log in to systems. In addition, 

we have noticed that transaction changes in the database were made with an 

administrator account/ID, which impedes the identification of activities 

made by users (administrators), as these accounts can be used by more than 

one user. 

In the “data warehouse (DWH)” database that contains historical data which 

should not be changed, we have noted that there are users with full access. In 

addition, during DWH physical observation, users are logged into this 

platform with general account/ID through which unlimited control is 

enabled across all databases, DB users, and SQL Server permissions. 

This occurred because there are no procedures for managing, authorising, 

and controlling user activities with full access to information systems. In 

addition, employees are tasked with double tasks, for system and database 

administration, which roles are recommended to be separate. 

Risk Lack of users control with full access to a system where data integrity where 

the integrity of data should be carefully maintained as well as use of 

accounts/general (built-in) ID  or with unlimited access risks that intentional 

and unauthorised transactions are executed/deleted and these transactions 

are not identified. The use of these accounts exposes the entire database to 

intentional or accidental risks.  

Recommendation C2 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that policies and procedures for 

the management, authorisation and logical control of full-access users are 

drafted; the activities of these users are reviewed to ensure that they have not 

performed any unauthorised function/activities; changes to transactions in 

the databases are being made with personalised accounts of administrators to 

see who is making the change; and ensure that users in the DWH have 

limitations only for data reading in order to maintain their integrity. 
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Issue A 26 - Non-termination of the rights and access to information systems for employees or 

external contractors at the time of termination of the contract or change of employment position. 

Finding  Access rights to the use of information systems for all employees, contractors 

or third parties are terminated at the time of termination of the contract, are 

made passive if not used for a specified period of time, or adapted to changes 

of responsibilities. 

After analysing the employees’ list that have terminated the employment 

contract with the Company and the list of active users in the systems used by 

the Company, we have noted that there are employees’ accounts that are 

active in the systems. 

Moreover, there are active accounts of external contractors to whom access 

has not been terminated although their maintenance contracts have expired. 

Also, after analysing the allowed access through VPN, we have noticed that 

some external maintenance contractors' accounts still have access to the VPN, 

on “Symphony” invoicing system platform. 

The Company's Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) have defined the 

process of user management on 'prepaid' and 'postpaid' platforms that in 

order to deactivate the username, the e-mail received by the BSS/IT manager 

remains valid. However, during the interviews, administrators of these 

systems have stated that they have not received requests for termination of 

users’ access. Also, the Human Resources Department does not inform on 

changing the position of work or about terminating the employees’ contracts. 

Risk Users who are active and who do not have an employment contract with the 

Company have changed their position or system maintenance contracts have 

expired risk doing intentional unauthorised activities that affect the 

functioning of systems, disclosure of information, financial losses and loss of 

company’s reputation.  

Recommendation A26 The Chairperson of the Board shall ensure that procedures for communication 

management for terminating user access in Company systems, between 

system administrators, managers and the Human Resources Department are 

drafted. The Chairperson of the Board should also ensure that all accounts are 

identified and have become passive those which do not meet the conditions 

to remain active in order to prevent potential misuse. 
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Issue C3 - Non periodical review of user access rights  

Finding  The Company performs a periodic review of user accounts including a review 

of user access rights to ensure they remain appropriate for their function. 

The company did not have procedures for periodic review of users' access 

rights to systems and has not carried out periodic reviews of user access 

rights. In the analysis to the users list in the system, it was noted that there 

are users who have not logged in the system for more than six months, where 

some of these employees who have active access account have terminated the 

contract with the Company and some have changed their official function 

(work position), for which they are not required to have access to systems. 

In the absence of procedures for periodic review of users' rights, no initiative 

was initiated to review user access rights. 

Risk Lack of review on periodic basis of user access rights risks that users will have 

inadequate rights with their responsibilities or that unauthorised users will 

continue to be active in systems, as no requests have been made for 

terminating or changing access according to their responsibilities.  

Recommendation C3 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that procedures for revising 

access rights are drafted and a review on regular basis of the roles and 

responsibilities of users is being carried out to ensure that they are valid and 

appropriate for the function of the work of the user.  
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Issue A 27 - CRM systems and SDM/HLR do not provide sufficient certainty in authenticating 

users’ accounts/ID  

Finding  The company should have a policy that sets out rules for password 

management. Passwords should have at least eight characters, be a 

combination of three letters, numbers, or special characters. The system 

should apply regular password change and should not allow the same 

password to be used at least one year after it has been changed. 

We have noticed that CRM systems (there are around 1800 active users) and 

SDM8/HLR (system used also by MVNO -Z-Mobile) do not provide certainty 

in authenticating accounts. These systems allow users to use lengthy 

passwords and also with one character for their accounts/IDs. Also, these 

systems do not have a function that forces users to switch passwords during 

regular periods. 

In the absence of user account password management policies for systems, 

no system shortcomings for the lengthy password for user account/ID have 

been identified and have never been tested by system administrators, and no 

function for password change have been applied at regular periods. 

Risk Lack of the complexity of the password as well as non-application of 

password change at regular time periods risks that the password of user 

accounts/IDs will be detected by unauthorised persons and accounts will be 

misused.  

Recommendation A27 The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that policies on user password 

management have been drafted, including length, complexity and time 

periods for change as well as ensure that these criteria are applied in the 

information systems.  

 

  

                                                      
8 SDM (Subscriber Data Management) – System on the management of local customer services. 
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6 Progress in implementing recommendations 

The Audit Report (Management Letter issued by the BDO audit firm) for the 2017 AFS of the POE 

Kosovo Telecom has resulted in 13 recommendations. The company prepared an Action Plan stating 

how all the recommendations given will be implemented. 

At the end of our audit for 2018, nine (9) recommendations were not implemented and four (4) of 

them are unimplemented, but closed9 recommendations. For a more through description of the 

recommendations and how they are dealt with, see Table 4.  

 

Table 4 Summary of prior year recommendations and of 2018 

N
o 

Audit area Recommendations  of 2017  Actions taken  Status 

1 Policies 
and 
accountin
g 
procedure
s  

Issue: ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
AND PROCEDURES 

We recommend the Company to 
codify policies and procedures 
accounting in a Manual of Accounting 
Policies and Procedures. The manual 
should include policies and other 
procedures for all assumptions and 
important accounting considerations 
that affect reported values of assets, 
liabilities and disclosures of assets, as 
well as contingent liabilities at the date 
of financial statements, and in 
reported amounts of revenues and 
expenses during the reporting period.  

A commission has been 
set up and a deadline 
has been given for the 
period September-
December 2018, but 
there are no concrete 
steps to date. We have 
discussed with the 
responsible persons in 
KT regarding the 
accounting policies, the 
same responded that 
they have not yet 
prepared this 
regulation (Accounting 
Policies) but are 
working in this 
direction.  

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation  

Ref 
recommend
ation B1  

                                                      
9 Closed Recommendations are considered those recommendations which in the current KT situation are not important 

to be addressed.  
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2 Property, 
plant and 
equipmen
t  

Issue: LOSS OF PROPERTY VALUE, 
PLANTS AND EQUIPMENT 

We recommend Company's 
management to maintain sufficient 
and proper evidence regarding the 
testing of the losses of assets value. 
Whenever the carrying amount of an 
asset exceeds the recoverable amount, 
it should be recognised in income a 
loss from losses in value. The 
recoverable amount is the highest net 
selling price and the value in use of an 
asset. The net selling price is the 
amount that can be earned from the 
sale of an asset in a free-handed 
transaction while the value in use is 
the current value of estimated cash 
flows in the future that arises from 
constant use of an asset and the sale of 
it at the end of his useful life. 

For purposes of evaluation of assets of 
loss value are accumulated at the 
lowest levels, for which exist cash 
flows identified separately (cash 
generating units). Non-financial assets 
that have suffered losses are reviewed 
for potential change of loss in value at 
each reporting date.   

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation. We 
have discussed with the 
responsible persons in 
KT regarding the value 
losses of property, plant 
and equipment and 
according to them it is 
foreseen to engage 
consultants, but the 
procurement activity 
was cancelled. During 
2018, no progress is 
expected because no 
funds have been 
allocated to Business 
Plan 2018.  

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation  

Ref 
recommend
ation B2 

3 Intangible 
assets  Issue: LOSS IN THE VALUE OF 

INTANGIBALE ASSETS 

We recommend the Management of 
the Company to carry out a test of loss 
in value related to intangibles where 
the technical and technological aging 
may be important, e.g., the carrying 
amount of an asset may not be 
recoverable. We recommend the 
Company's management to conduct 
loss in value whenever the events or 
changes in circumstances indicate that 
the carrying amount of an asset may 
not be recoverable. Whenever the 
carrying amount of an asset exceeds its 
recoverable amount, an income it 
should be recognized as loss form loss 

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation. We 
have discussed with the 
responsible persons in 
KT regarding the value 
losses of intangible 
assets and, according to 
them, it is foreseen to 
engage consultants, but 
the procurement 
activity was cancelled. 
During 2018, no 
progress is expected 
because there are no 
funds allocated in 
BP2018.  

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation  

Ref 
recommend
ation B2 
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of value. The recoverable amount is 
the highest net selling price and the 
value in use of an asset. The net selling 
price is the amount that can be earned 
from the sale of an asset in a free-
handed transaction while the value in 
use is the current value of estimated 
cash flows in the future that arises 
from constant use of an asset and the 
sale of it at the end of his useful life.  

For purposes of evaluation of assets of 
loss value are accumulated at the 
lowest levels, for which exist cash 
flows identified separately (cash 
generating units). Non-financial assets 
that have suffered losses are reviewed 
for potential change of loss in value at 
each reporting date.   

4 Turnover 
stocks Issue: CYCLE OF STOCKS WITH 

SLOW TURNOVER AND AGED 
STOCK 

Articles identified with slow turnover 
or aged should be separated and 
removed with precision. This will help 
reduce stock levels and improve the 
appearance of the warehouse. It can 
also increase the productivity of staff 
in the warehouse and eliminate 
expired goods for sale. Furthermore, 
excess stocks reduce the working 
capital, while the removal of these 
items will generate cash and reduction 
of taxes. Therefore, the stock should be 
thoroughly analysed, at least on 
quarterly basis, by evaluating each 
item against expected future use in 
order to determine the excessive 
“true” amount. 

The data on stock age in the 
continuous stock system can help 
determine which products have slow 
turnover and vice versa, which have a 
fast turnover and require higher 
holdings. This information could 
improve management of stock and 
improve purchasing decisions. The 

According to KT's 
responsible officers, 
stocks with slow 
turnover are mainly 
stocks that are used for 
network maintenance 
(e.g., copper cables) for 
which it is difficult to 
make a more planned 
turnover because their 
use mainly depends on 
breakdowns or damage 
to networks that may 
occur. While, regarding 
aging (unusable) stock, 
a procedure for their 
sale through 
announcement-auction 
during 2016 was 
conducted according to 
the procedures foreseen 
by the PPL. While 
during 2017, in the 
absence of the BtD 
decision, it was not 
possible to initiate any 
procedure for their sale 
through public-auction 
announcement. 

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation, but 
due to 
importance 
we 
considered 
it as closed 
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sales order delivery system should 
have been integrated with the ongoing 
stock system in order to have the latest 
sales dates through the item number 
on a stock age structure.  

Further, according to 
KT officials, in 2019, 
with the decision of the 
BtD, we believe that we 
can proceed with public 
auction announcement 
and we will be released 
from a considerable 
amount of aging stock 
(non-usable stock), 
while for stocks with 
slow turnover, a re-
evaluation will be made 
and adequate measures 
will be taken in 
accordance with the 
needs of the company.  

5 Post-paid 
clients 
(collection 
of debts)  

Issue: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH 
PROCEDURES FOR 
DISCONNECTION OF POST-PAID 
CLIENTS 

We recommend the Management to 
strengthen the effective operation of 
the control system and to respect 
approved procedures related to the 
management of contracts with Post-
paid clients. 

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation. We 
asked for relevant 
evidence from the 
Revenue Assurance 
Department, and we 
have not yet received 
any information and 
answers.  

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation  

6 Analysis 
of costs 
for new 
products  

Issue: IS MISSING THE ANALYSIS 
OF PRODUCT COST/BENEFIT 
FROM NEW PRODUCTS 

The Revenue Assurance Department 
should prepare such analyses before 
and after the announcement of new 
products. These procedures are 
essential, in order for the Company to 
evaluate possibilities of new products 
before they are exposed into the 
market. 

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation. We 
asked for relevant 
evidence from the 
Revenue Assurance 
Department, and we 
have not yet received 
any information and 
answers.   

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation 
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7 Dardafon 
Net 
agreement 

Issue: DARDAFON NET 
AGREEMENT FOR EXECUTION OF 
THE DECISION OF THE COURT OF 
ARBITRATION NO. 20990/MHM 

We recommend the Management of 
the Company to conduct sufficient 
analysis related to the losses resulting 
from this contract, by taking into 
account the loss of current and 
potential market, the value of current 
and potential services provided 
without any compensation to 
Dardafon Net L.L.C, effects on the 
price of services provided, all relevant 
factors should be engaged in the 
analysis of the possibility for the 
obligation to be financed by 
commercial banks and to close the 
contract, all these should be compared 
with the value of the obligation that 
needs to be closed. 

This agreement does 
not have legal force 
since the ORMV has 
withdrawn from the 
Agreement for the 
Execution of 
Arbitration Decision 
(26.04.2018) followed 
by the decision of the 
Basic Court in 
Prishtina, which 
recognised and 
announced the ICA 
decision executable  on 
11/02/2019. Also the 
decision of the Court of 
Appeals of Kosovo 
Ae.no 88/2019 dated 
01.04.2019 has rejected 
the complaint of KT 
against the decision of 
the BCP.  

 

8 Financial 
applicatio
n of KT 

Issue: DEFICIENCIES IN THE 
PROCESS OF REVIEWING THE 
ACCESS RIGHTS OF USERS 

We recommend the KT to take into 
consideration inclusion of a periodic 
review of user access to sensitive areas 
to ensure that user access rights 
remain appropriate, this also functions 
as a mitigating control in case of the 
process of 
granting/removing/modifying the 
access results being ineffective.  

We recommend minimizing the use of 
generic user accounts. 

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation.  

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation 

Ref 
recommend
ation C3  

9 Prepared 
Sellers 
(through 
postmen) 

Issue: EXISTING CONTROLS FOR 
PREPARED SELLERS 

We recommend the KT to review 
existing controls in terms of reseller 
sales activities and consider 
application of additional appropriate 
controls if required. 

During the sale process 
through resellers, in 
particular sale of 
numbers through USSD 
Reseller-Post of 
Kosovo, there is an 
approved procedure 
“USSD Work Flow” 

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation, but 
due to 
importance 
we 
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and according to this 
procedure, controls are 
systematically 
implemented, as well as 
from Revenue 
Assurance filling 
reports of CRM with 
the amount of 
payments/deposits. 
Taking into account this 
remark, during the 
forthcoming period, 
management will 
intensify the 
implementation of 
additional adequate 
controls, if required; it 
can also engage the 
internal auditor to do it.  

considered 
it as closed 

10 Informatio
n systems Issue: PERIODICAL AUDIT OF 

INDEPENDENT INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 

We recommend the KT to consider the 
periodic audit of information systems 
in order to gain a better understanding 
of the weaknesses of IT control and 
prevent such potential weaknesses 
that result in errors in financial 
systems or generate unexpected 
failure. 

In addition, it is recommended 
appointment of an information 
security officer. 

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation. 

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation, but 
closed 

11 Activity of 
Super 
Users or 
Administr
ators in 
Main 
Business 
Applicatio
ns 

Issue: CONTROLLING ACTIVITY 
OF SUPER USERS OR 
ADMINISTRATORS IN MAIN 
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS 

We recommend the KT to consider 
internal procedures for controlling 
activities of super users or 
administrators and implement an 
adequate control environment. For 
example, should be considered a 
periodic review of database registers 

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation. 

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation 

Ref 
recommend
ation C1 
and C2 
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or applications by using automatic 
means. 

12 Security 
of 
informatio
n and data 
of the 
company  

Issue: SECURITY TRAINING AND 
AWARENESS OF TELECOM 
WORKERS 

We recommend the KT to conduct 
internal awareness training, send 
periodic warning e-mails and other 
activities in order to inform and 
educate staff about possible threats or 
incidents and thereby reduce the 
likelihood of such threats that may 
cause major damage to the company. 

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation. 
According to the 
responsible officials of 
KT, the implementation 
of this recommendation 
has not been 
implemented yet, but is 
in the process.  

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation. 

13 Security 
of services 
and data 
of 
company   

Issue: AUTOMATED CONTROLS 
OF SESSION OF VPN FOR 
SUPPLIERS 

We recommend the KT to consider the 
possibilities of limited access to 
suppliers to the production 
environment as far as that is possible, 
and if they have access to production 
to use software tools and to register 
such sessions in order to have the 
opportunity to look into subsequent 
actions of the supplier. 

There is no deadline set 
by KT for 
implementation of this 
recommendation. 

Unimpleme
nted 
recommend
ation 

Ref 
recommend
ation C1 
and C2 

N
o 

Audit area Recommendations of 2018 

1 Basis for 

opinion 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that a detailed analysis has been 

carried out to determine the causes that have affected the modification of the 

Opinion and take the necessary actions to improve the situation. The Company's 

financial statements should be prepared on a basis that is appropriate and based 

on the Company's economic reality. The signing of the statements by the CEO 

and the CFOT should be done only if all necessary checks have been applied to 

the AFS before they are submitted to the BD. 

2 Budget 

planning  

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the business plan is based on 

the real needs of the Company, its implementation is systematically monitored 

and major changes or deviations from the initial plan are reflected accurately in 

the revised plan.  

3 Accountin
g policies 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that concrete actions are taken to 
establish clear accounting estimate policies and review them for necessary 
changes.  
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4 Assets  The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that decisions have been taken to 
conduct the procedure for testing the asset value decrease by documenting it as 
clearly as possible in order to present a real asset value and eliminate the 
misstatement opportunities of expenditures in the financial statements. 

5 Expenditu
res 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that there is a proper segregation 
of duties and responsibilities in the company by taking appropriate actions to 
establish this position in order to strengthen controls and prevent possible 
conflicts of interest. 

6 Expenditu
res 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that measures are taken to establish 
adequate controls in the company and the approval of expenditures is made by 
persons responsible for more efficient and rational management of 
expenditures.  

7 Expenditu
res 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that an internal review is 
undertaken to determine why procurement requirements have not been 
addressed in all cases and exercise more control to ensure that identified 
deficiencies are addressed. 

8 Expenditu
res 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure a detailed planning of procurement 
activities that will avoid the needs for splitting requests in the future as well as 
ensure the application of appropriate procedures such as public framework 
contracts. 

9 Personnel 
managem
ent  

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the causes of the identified 
deficiencies have been considered and that the necessary measures have been 
taken to comply with the relevant legal provisions upon engaging new staff. 

10 Personnel 
managem
ent 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure to strengthen internal controls 
through the internal acts of the enterprise, which will prevent the conclusion of 
employment contracts and specific tasks beyond the maximum deadline 
allowed by law. 

11 Personnel 
managem
ent 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that internal controls are 
strengthened through internal acts, which will prevent employees in the same 
positions being paid in different grades.   

12 Personnel 
managem
ent 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure to draft the promotion regulation 
and that staff promotion and demotion are made on the basis of the criteria set 
out in the regulation/policy, which should be approved by the Board of 
Directors.  

13 Personnel 
managem
ent 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that all regulations and policies 
drafted for human resources have been approved. Moreover, an internal review 
should be made to determine why the requirements of the company's statute, 
the law on publicly owned enterprises, the code of ethics and corporate 
governance for public enterprises have not been addressed to date.   

14 Internal 
audit 

The Chairperson of the Board, in co-operation with the Audit Committee, 
should ensure that the IA statute has been drafted, clearly defining through this 
formal document (statute): the purpose, position, authority and responsibility 
of the internal audit activities in the company.  
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15 Internal 
audit 

The Chairperson of the Board, in co-operation with the Audit Committee, 
should ensure that a risk-based audit plan and a strategic plan are drafted, 
including the objectives, scope, timing and distribution of engagement 
resources. The plan should consider Enterprise strategies, objectives and risks 
associated with engagement.  

16 Internal 
audit 

The Chairperson of the Board, in co-operation with the Audit Committee, 
should ensure that concrete steps are taken to develop policies and procedures 
for the conduct of IA activities in order to clearly define the duties and 
responsibilities of this unit.  

17 Good 
governanc
e 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that a plan has been developed 
which will identify all possible risks, assess their impact if they occur, and 
determine the preventive and subsequent measures in response to them.  

18 Good 
governanc
e 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure to design and put into action of a 
manual setting out the key elements that are necessary to help in the area of 
asset management and to review them periodically to be in pace with changes 
of governance standards.  

19 Good 
governanc
e 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the performance of the Board 
is assessed on the basis of the criteria set by the PMUPE, which should end with 
a concrete plan at the beginning of the fiscal year for all the objectives to be 
achieved by end of the year. This activity should also include the main activities 
that should be taken to achieve each of the objectives set out in the business plan.   

20 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that such a mechanism is 
established to make comparisons between the traffic recorded in the SWITCH 
of the central network and the invoicing systems in order to ensure that all traffic 
is being recorded in the CDR and this traffic is being transferred to invoicing 
systems.  

21 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the necessary measures are 
taken to identify and block immediately the activities that cause loss of financial 
revenues and which also damage the quality of service.  

22 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that interconnection between CRM 
and ERP systems is made so that data on PostPaid payment transactions at 
selling points are reported on a daily basis. 

23 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that the data in the systems are 
unified and harmonised. In addition, monitoring and handling of the controls 
of errors should be carried out continuously during the harmonisation of 
customer data.  

24 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that security alarms are functional 
and take adequate measures to identify quickly and to prevent incidents in 
order to maintain customer confidence and minimise possible financial losses.  

25 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that mandatory customer 
identification fields for registration are functionalised in the CRM system in 
order to prevent the activation of the service without the customer being 
registered. 
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26 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that mechanisms are in place in the 
CRM system that control and limit the registration of more than ten SIM cards 
for all natural customers in order to prevent possible misuse.  

27 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that confidentiality rules of 
customer for dial up numbers have been applied in the CRM system for fixed 
telephony in the costumer transaction module.   

28 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that policies and procedures are in 
place for regular monitoring of audit trail registers and the maintenance and 
protection from changes. The Chairperson should also ensure that audit trail 
registers on user activities are reviewed and reported at regular time periods.  

29 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that policies and procedures for the 
management, authorisation and logical control of full-access users are drafted; 
the activities of these users are reviewed to ensure that they have not performed 
any unauthorised function/activities; changes to transactions in the databases 
are being made with personalised accounts of administrators to see who is 
making the change; and ensure that users in the DWH have limitations only for 
data reading in order to maintain their integrity. 

30 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board shall ensure that procedures for communication 
management for terminating user access in Company systems, between system 
administrators, managers and the Human Resources Department are drafted. 
The Chairperson of the Board should also ensure that all accounts are identified 
and have become passive those which do not meet the conditions to remain 
active in order to prevent potential misuse. 

31 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that procedures for revising access 
rights are drafted and a review on regular basis of the roles and responsibilities 
of users is being carried out to ensure that they are valid and appropriate for the 
function of the work of the user.  

32 Informatio
n systems 

The Chairperson of the Board should ensure that policies on user password 
management have been drafted, including length, complexity and time periods 
for change as well as ensure that these criteria are applied in the information 
systems.  

*This report is a translation from the Albanian original version. In case of discrepancies, Albanian 

version shall prevail. 
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Annex I: Explanation of the different types of opinion 

applied by NAO  

(extract from ISSAI 200) 

Form of opinion 

147. The auditor should express an unmodified opinion if it is concluded that the financial 

statements are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable financial 

framework. 

If the auditor concludes that, based on the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a 

whole are not free from material misstatement, or is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 

evidence to conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, 

the auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor’s report in accordance with the section on 

“Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion”. 

148. If financial statements prepared in accordance with the requirements of a fair presentation 

framework do not achieve fair presentation, the auditor should discuss the matter with the 

management and, depending on the requirements of the applicable financial reporting framework 

and how the matter is resolved, determine whether it is necessary to modify the audit opinion. 

Modifications to the opinion in the auditor’s report 

151. The auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor's report if it is concluded that, based on 

the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a whole are not free from material 

misstatement, or if the auditor was unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to 

conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement. Auditors may 

issue three types of modified opinions: a qualified opinion, an adverse opinion and a disclaimer of 

opinion. 
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Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion 

152. The decision regarding which type of modified opinion is appropriate depends upon: 

• The nature of the matter giving rise to the modification – that is, whether the financial 

statements are materially misstated or, in the event that it was impossible to obtain sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence, may be materially misstated; and 

• The auditor’s judgment about the pervasiveness of the effects or possible effects of the matter 

on the financial statements. 

153. The auditor should express a qualified opinion if: (1) having obtained sufficient appropriate 

audit evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the aggregate, are 

material, but not pervasive, to the financial statements; or (2) the auditor was unable to obtain 

sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which to base an opinion, but concludes that the effects on 

the financial statements of any undetected misstatements could be material but not pervasive. 

154. The auditor should express an adverse opinion if, having obtained sufficient appropriate audit 

evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the aggregate, are both 

material and pervasive to the financial statements. 

155. The auditor should disclaim an opinion if, having been unable to obtain sufficient appropriate 

audit evidence on which to base the opinion, the auditor concludes that the effects on the financial 

statements of any undetected misstatements could be both material and pervasive. If, after accepting 

the engagement, the auditor becomes aware that management has imposed a limitation on the audit 

scope that the auditor considers likely to result in the need to express a qualified opinion or to 

disclaim an opinion on the financial statements, the auditor should request that management 

remove the limitation. 

156. If expressing a modified audit opinion, the auditor should also modify the heading to 

correspond with the type of opinion expressed. ISSAI 170519 provides additional guidance on the 

specific language to use when expressing a modified opinion and describing the auditor’s 

responsibility. It also includes illustrative examples of reports. 

Emphasis of Matter paragraphs and Other Matters paragraphs in the auditor’s report 

157. If the auditor considers it necessary to draw users’ attention to a matter presented or disclosed 

in the financial statements that is of such importance that it is fundamental to their understanding 

of the financial statements, but there is sufficient appropriate evidence that the matter is not 

materially misstated in the financial statements, the auditor should include an Emphasis of Matter 

paragraph in the auditor’s report. Emphasis of Matter paragraphs should only refer to information 

presented or disclosed in the financial statements. 
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158. An Emphasis of Matter paragraph should: 

• be included immediately after the opinion; 

• use the Heading “Emphasis of Matter” or another appropriate heading; 

• include a clear reference to the matter being emphasised and indicate where the relevant 

disclosures that fully describe the matter can be found in the financial statements; and 

• indicate that the auditor’s opinion is not modified in respect of the matter emphasised.  

159. If the auditor considers it necessary to communicate a matter, other than those that are 

presented or disclosed in the financial statements, which, in the auditor’s judgement, is relevant to 

users’ understanding of the audit, the auditor’s responsibilities or the auditor’s report, and provided 

this is not prohibited by law or regulation, this should be done in a paragraph with the heading 

“Other Matter,” or another appropriate heading. This paragraph should appear immediately after 

the opinion and any Emphasis of Matter paragraph. 
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Annex II: Letter of confirmation 
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Annex III: Comments of POE regarding findings in the 

report  

Findings/
Issues 

Agree 
Yes/No 

Comments from the BO in case of 
disagreement 

NAO view  

Finding  
1:  

No 
By not having information as tow which 
values are actually compared by 
auditors, in the following are comments 
for the "counters" presented by the 
Planning Department for voice traffic: 

BSC and RNC Traffic – include the 
number of minutes of busy voice traffic 
channels during one day, for tranches 
created between the elements of the 
network “Core“ and Radio elements. 
Here are included minutes of busy 
channels for these occasions: 

Calls generated and terminated through 
Vala network. Is also included 
reservation of channels for unsuccessful 
calls, which at a certain stage of the call 
the channel is reserved but the call is not 
made. Is also included the reservation of 
channel during the making of the call 
(Call setup). 

Calls generated in Vala and terminated 
outside Vala (International, IPKO, 
landline). Is also included the 
reservation of channels for unsuccessful 
calls for various reasons outside the Vala 
network. Is also included the reservation 
of channel during the call setup (Call 
setup). 

Calls generated outside Wave 
(International, IPKO, FIX) and terminals 
in Wave. Is also included the reservation 
of channel during the making of the call 
(Call setup). 

Int <-> VALA - include the number of 
minutes of busy voice traffic channels 
during one day, for tranches created 
between the elements of the network 
“Core“ and Monaco Telecom. Here are 
included minutes of busy channels in 

Reports and values which were 
compared were presented to 
departments from which the 
information was taken, also the 
source of data was also 
presented during the 
presentation of findings to all 
participants in the meetings, as 
well as in the final email dated 
21.06.2019 with evidence, 
addressed to KT officials. 

Regarding the content of the 
data presented in the comments, 
they are exactly the same data 
that we have received from the 
department of DWH and 
Symphony. And according to 
the topology of the Vala 
network 2G / 3G / 4G (LTE) 
presented by KT and according 
to the document 
'SE_3GPP_billing_format' (5060 
WCS charging 3GPP format 
W5.x) also presented by KT 
(document produced by 
ALKATEL which contains the 
standard European Third 
Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP), in billing systems as 
well as in the CDRs are includes 
all data including busy channel 
time during call and failed calls. 
Data requested from three 
departments includes the traffic 
in total for the months of 11.2018 
and 02.2019 and consequently 
the data of these departments 
can be compared. 
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this tranche for international calls. Here 
is also included the time of busy channel 
during the making of the call (Call 
Setup), for unsuccessful calls but the 
traffic channel has been reserved in this 
tranche. 

VALA <-> IPKO - - include the number 
of minutes of busy voice traffic channels 
ingoing and incoming during one day, 
for tranches created for IPKO between 
the elements of the network “Core“ and 
Monaco Telecom. Here are included 
minutes of busy channels in this tranche 
for international calls. Here is also 
included the time of busy channel 
during the making of the call (Call 
Setup), for unsuccessful calls but the 
traffic channel has been reserved in this 
tranche.   

As a conclusion we can say that counters 
presented above are used only for 
dimensioning of the network in order to 
improve the quality and not to balance 
the traffic with the level of CDRs. 

For traffic DATA in principle, counters 
are not used to balance CDR traffic or for 
DATA, because potentially they could 
include DATA during the session 
deployment stage, which CDRs do not 
have." 

Also, to the comment was not 
attached any evidence from KT 
that would present a different 
situation from the one described 
in the finding 

 

 

 


